decided to go direct, which I would not
have had the confidence to do. However,
he completely missed it and had to
go all the way back out and try again,
losing about 7 minutes. His excuse was
the contours weren’t quite right, which
could be the case. I lost this race by 40
seconds.
The final race was Faro San Martino,
another hilltop town famous for its pasta,
possibly more complex than the others,
a fitting end to a good week. The final
prize-giving was in yet another nearby hill top town, even more scenic, and
accompanied by local wine and snacks.
I won W65 overall and David was 6th in
M65. I have to admit there wasn’t a lot of
© Nick Barrable
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Stage 4 arena of the first week.

competition. A
few
stayed
on for the second week,
which had fewer participants
and used some different areas
except for Day 1, which although
was also in Vasto, had a different
arena and courses. Our thanks go to
Gabriele Viale, the mastermind behind
PWT Italy, and his team. Gabriele is very
successful in getting the local towns and
villages involved, allowing the events
access to all sorts of interesting places
and providing atmosphere and local
colour. He is backed up by a very good
technical team who make the maps, plan
the courses, organise results and so on.
PWT Italy’s events are well worth trying,
especially for those who enjoy sprint
races and some gentle sightseeing.”
The prize-givings were held efficiently but
with usual Italian gusto directly after the
events and lunch was available between
stages 3 and 4 each week. Winners of
every course, including Open, are called
up and given medals and prizes like
wine or pasta for each stage. At the end
of the week the top 3 overall got prizes.
Every day counted. There is a feeling
of local pride when the mayor does the
prize-giving and the vineyard or brewery
owners have tasting tables at the finish!
The second week of the 5+5 was a similar
format although on different maps, on all

but
the
first day, to
provide for those choosing to compete in
all 10 races. Vasto round 2 had possibly
the steepest start and finish to a sprint
ever; competitors started and finished
outside of the town to allow for a different
feeling compared to the week 1 race
and some interesting route choice on
the legs in and out of the walled town.
Lanciano the next day was impressively
complex despite much of the town being
a grid: there were so many contours,
flights of steps and ramps to choose
between and such small blocks that it
required a good deal of concentration.
The finish area was outside the 17th
century Cathedral of the Madonna del
Ponte, on Piazza del Plebiscito, above
an expanse of underground ruins which
could be visited for free. In fact, the

Prize-winners from Stage 3 of the first
week.

5+5 PWT
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event toilets were here, not far from the
believed location of the first ever Catholic
Eucharistic miracle. A bit of a change
from a Portaloo! Italymagazine.com
describes the religious significance and
tourist attractions of the town, and notes,
“Lanciano is an easy town to navigate,
the grid like structure means it’s virtually
impossible to get lost”… which some
competitors may or may not agree with!
Stages 3 and 4 were again in terrain –
another ski resort with Stage 4 finishing at
the bottom. Another compact walled town
for the final sprint on the last day. The last
map was at 1:2500 scale. This greatly
enhanced legibility and presumably,
enjoyment of the course, particularly
given the older competitor demographic
and the intricate web of streets. It fit
nicely onto an A4 sheet of paper (the
longer courses had double-sided maps to
flip over midway), so why not?!

© Jorgen Froyd

Next year PWT will host
MOC 2019 in Malta
on 15th – 17th March,
with the opportunity
to join the MOC
tour
in
Malta
beforehand
and
the MOC Training
Camp in Italy
afterwards.
5 days Italy
takes place
on 30th June
– 4th July in the
Dolomites.
In October FIVE+FIVE
comes to Sardinia, adding a
third week after a 2-week gap. Dates
are 30th Sept – 4th Oct, 7th – 11th Oct &
28th Oct – 1st Nov. Races are always
Monday – Friday. Weeks coincide
with the Scandinavian and Swiss
School Holidays.
PWT Italy has something to suit
at all different times of the year!
Surf to www.orienteering.it for
more and see adverts also
in this issue. Also on the
website are some interesting
interviews from this year’s
5+5.

The Editor in Lanciano at Stage 2 of the second
week taking his only win on M21 of the 10 days.
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